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How to achieve 
topline growth?

How to build 
customer trust?

How to transform
your company?

How to achieve 
topline growth?

How to build 
customer trust?

How to transform
your company?
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CSR 
(90')

Sustainability 
(00')

Purpose 
(Now)

Do Less bad

Cost center

Siloed approach

Risk-Driven

Profit & Purpose: 

Moving beyond CSR to drive sustainable Impact
Do more Good

Profit Center

Core Business

Value Driven
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Addressable Market
Turning challenges into opportunities 

$12 trillion 
yearly business value for sustainable

economic systems alone by 2030

Relevance
Resilient challenges throughout

2030
Target timeframe for UN SDG’s

Sustainable Business builds Resilience, Resources & Reputation

Investors
Demand genuine action 

towards a better future

76%
growth in ESG* in Investments

Consumers
Shift to more sustainable 

products and services

42%
of consumers walk away from the brand in frustration. 

One in five (21 percent) never come back

Employees
Corporate Travelers in Nordics

76%
would be more inclined to work for a company 

that builds sustainability considerations into its 

corporate travel policy
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Sustainability is worth it

97%
of corporate travellers in the Nordics 

would increase their journey time if it 

significantly improved the sustainability 

of their journey

25%
would increase journey time by 4 – 8 

hours

But convenience is still important

of corporate travellers agreed they would 

exceed/disregard corporate travel 

budgets/ policies for a greener travel 

option and a faster/ more direct route 

with better connections 

56%

Corporate travellers views on sustainability

SAP Concur Nordic Sustainability travel report. N=628



Rise of The Intelligent Enterprise

Products, services, and 
processes that improve 
automatically over time, 
and as people use them



“The Intelligent Enterprise is more resilient 
because it is both profitable and sustainable.

They complement - don’t contradict”



Growing the topline

with                  

Climate positive 

services and 

products

Enabling Thrust

trough       

Responsible 

Business & 

Sustainable travel

Transforming the 

business model to       

Circular              

Economy

Intelligent Sustainable Enterprises builds value in new ways



SAP’s purpose is to help the world run better and improve people’s lives

Sustainability
Creating Positive Economic, Environmental and Social Impact

within Planetary Boundaries 

Enabler
Providing products and services 

that meet the sustainability challenges 

and opportunities of our customers

Exemplar
Leading by example in our own 

sustainable business operations 

and practices 

SAP can directly or indirectly impact progress on all 17 UN SDGs

UN Sustainable Development Goals as common global framework

Holistic Steering and Reporting

Climate

Action

Circular

Economy

Equality

for All

Skilled, Healthy 

and Inclusive 

Workforce

Social and Inclusive
Entrepreneurship

Ethical business practices



Integrate sustainability data to business processes across all 

industries and across all value chains to drive performance, 

new products, new markets

Thrust: Enabling the Purpose-driven Intelligent Enterprise



Thrust: Data and insights are critical in solving the sustainable travel conundrum

31%
of Nordic companies 

considered they have between 

very good and excellent data 

management processes to 

assess the impact on People, 

Plant and Profit…



Climate and Natural 

Capital Accounting

Build true cost values into end to end 

management of enterprises and across 

business networks

Resource Efficiency,

Tracking and Reuse 

Building resilience and circularity principles 

into supply chain, material flows, markets and 

resource consumption

Protecting People

Communities and Societies 

Ensuring continuous improvement in safe 

equitable and compliant businesses, within 

the company and across the value chain  

Sustainability Reporting 

and Steering

Mapping operational data to show impact with 

holistic sustainability reporting enabling 

sustainable business steering and decisions 

© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. 

SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT

Topline: Intelligent Sustainable Enterprise drive sustainable business value
SAP’s Product Strategy for Sustainability
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Shift demand Inform decisionsInfluence choice

Transform: Enable Sustainable travel with three levers
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AnalyzeExpenseBookShopPlan

Touchpoints of a sustainable travel journey

How can you shift 

demand to lower 

emission 

transportation?

How can you 

empower 

employees to book 

responsibly?
How can you 

guide employees 

towards green 

suppliers?

How can you 

encourage 

carbon offsets?

How can you 

inform future 

decisions?



Surface carbon 

emissions

Shift demand to green



Sort flights by emissions

Book responsibly



Track when traveler 

anyway elects to book.

Confirm that travel policy 

preferred hotels all are 

environmentally friendly

Identify environmentally 

friendly suppliers



Anything available within expense? Offset expense type?

Carbon offsets

Reimburse carbon 

offsets

Encourage Carbon offset
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Certified digital receipt

Encourage Carbon offset



Inform future decisions
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Pre-booking rules

Preferred suppliers

Visual confirmation Digital receipt

Platform partners

AnalyzeExpenseBookShopPlan

E-receipt hotels

E-receipt

Hybrid cars TripIt

Platform partnersLodging alternatives
See and sort 

emission
Pre-travel controls

Transform: Enabling Sustainable Travel with SAP Concur

Company message
Flight and train 

search
Travel alternatives Carbon offsets Reportings
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CTA: How sustainable is your travel?

1. Test your organization for free here:

https://www.concur.co.uk/quiz/corporate-

travel-sustainability

2. Download the Corporate Sustainability 

Travel Index

https://www.concur.co.uk/quiz/corporate-travel-sustainability
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Key Takeaways

Topline - People

Corporate travellers are willing to invest 

time and money for greener travel options

Trust - Leadership

Senior managers are key; without their 

support, progress is slow

Transformation - Data and visibility 

Collecting and analysing data (for example of 

carbon footprint) is vital to turn good intentions into 

action



“Purpose sets the context in which 
people develop their own meaning.”

Loughlin Hickey

Jesper Schleimann, 
Chief Stratey & Innovation Officer 
EMEA North SAP
Mail: Jesper.schleimann@sap.com
Linkedin: www.linkedin/in/Jschleimann
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